Rapidly Deploy Customizeable
User Workspaces

Maintain uniform desktop space for organizational
groups based on their needs yet obtain the
flexibility to allow for individual assignments based
on user needs and logon location.
With Simplify Desktop, we believe in an out of sight, out of mind approach to user desktop
management. Often times an organization needs a user to have access to specific programs that lead
to the need for desktop management software with customizable, yet easily controllable, desktop
interfaces.
Would you like to avoid the script writing and policy edits that can be involved with every individual
owner object? Don’t want to worry about the security requirements during remote access? Limit the
means to accessing the Run Command and Control Panel and aid in meeting compliance by allowing
access to designated applications.

Features:

Why continue to schlepp through inadequate desktop environments when there’s a management tool

triShell™

that can answer administrative, IT, and user frustrations with one powerful program?

Erase the complexity of managing a corporate user workstation
with Simplify Desktop.
Simplify Desktop allows you to create specific desktops based on users, groups, or even workstation
location without the hassle of time consuming system policies or scripting. Within Simplify Desktop,
owner objects and applications can be easily assigned with drag and drop. Now you have the option

Administrators grant users access
to the specific applications and
settings they require.

Desktop Control
Offers complete control over the
look and feel of user desktops.

of handling this would-be chore with ease as desktop differentiation becomes a task you can
manage in minutes.

Try Us Out!
Visit our Website at tricerat.com or feel free to call us with any questions at our US

Active Directory
Integration
Customize desktops for Domain,
Groups, OU, or Individual Users.

toll-free number: 1 800.582.5167

“The convenience and simplicity of Simplify Desktop has greatly aided in lessening the demand for IT support,
which makes my job a lot easier. Everyone gets what they need. Period.”
— Bob L, IT Manager

